
Common phrasal verbs for medical science

1. The pharmacist asked the
assistant to __________ the new
posters in the store window.

A. put up
B. put in
C. bring over

2. Can you please __________ a
request for a refill of your
medication using our online system?

A. put up
B. put in
C. bring over

3. The patient's family member was
instructed to __________ the
medication from the nearby
pharmacy.

A. put up
B. put in
C. bring over

4. The doctor had to __________ a
page from the patient's medical
chart to make a copy for a
specialist.

A. put up
B. tear out
C. bring over

5. Before taking an X-ray, the 
radiology technician asked the 
patient to __________ their shirt.

A. take off
B. plug in
C. press down

6. The computer was not 
working, so the technician had to 
__________ the circuit board.

A. take out
B. pull out
C. put up

7. The patient was advised to 
__________ the contact lenses 
before sleeping.

A. take off
B. plug in
C. press down

8. The dentist needed to 
__________ a tooth that was 
causing severe pain.

A. take out
B. pull out
C. put up

9. The pharmacy assistant
needed to __________ the
newly arrived shipment of
medication in their
appropriate place on the
shelves.

A. put away
B. pull up
C. fill out

10. The nurse instructed the
patient to __________ on the
cotton ball to stop the
bleeding.

A. take off
B. plug in
C. press down

11.The patient was asked to
__________ the scale to check
their weight before seeing the
doctor.

A. get on
B. pull up
C. put away

12. The pharmacist needed to
__________ the patient's
prescription information on
the computer.

A. get on
B. pull up
C. put away

Choose the best answer.
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1. ______________ 2. ______________ 3. ______________ 4. ______________

5. ______________ 6. ______________ 7. ______________ 8. ______________

9. ______________ 10. ______________

Match the words and phrases to the pictures above:
bring over | take off | pull up

put up | put in | plug in
tear out | press down | get on
take out | pull out | put away

11. ______________ 12. ______________



Pictures 

1. get on

2. press down

3. take out

4. pull out

5. put in

6. tear out

7. put away

8. pull up

9. take off

10. put up

11. bring over

12. plug in

Multiple choice 

1. A. put up

2. B. put in

3. C. bring over

4. B. tear out

5. A. take off

6. A. take out

7. A. take off

8. B. pull out

9. A. put away

10. C. press down

11. A. get on

12. B. pull up




